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AAbstrbstractact.. The application of high strength aluminum sheet metal components in automotive and aviation

products effectively saves material and thus weight. Material strengthening can be realized by accumulative

roll bonding (ARB), which belongs to the severe plastic deformation processes. Through repeated rolling

steps a multilayered sheet metal is produced, which possesses increased strength due to its ultra-fine grained

microstructure. Prior to each rolling step a surface treatment via wire brushing is mandatory for removing the

oxide layer and roughening the sheet surface, which enables the bonding between the unique layers during

rolling. The necessary surface treatment of the sheets is not fully understood by the current state of the art.

In the past, it was not possible to achieve a defined and stable surface finish, because the brushing operation

was done manually. The improvement of the process stability is essential to determine the relationship

between the input parameters for brushing and the resulting bond strength of multilayered ARB sheets. For

this reason, a robot-controlled surface treatment is introduced. The investigated material is the precipitation-

hardened aluminum AA6014 with a sheet thickness of 1 mm. A suitable brushing kinematic under constant

load is implemented and its effects on the surface properties are investigated by roughness measurements. The

investigation shows, that the parameter combination leads to comparable or even higher roughness values than

through manual brushing. Through 16 consecutive brushing paths a homogeneous and sufficient high surface

roughness is realized, which enables material bonding in the rolling step. Thus, the research results indicate,

that the robot-assisted surface treatment of ARB sheet metal is a promising method for a better automation

and reproducibility of the brushing and the overall ARB process.

KKeeywyworordsds. Accumulative Roll Bonding, Roughness, Surface Treatment, Robot-Assisted Brushing

1 Intr1 Introductionoduction

Accumulative roll bonding, introduced by Sato et al. in 1998 [1], is able to provide a high degree of plastic deformation.

This results in distinct grain refinement [2] and thus material strengthening according to Hall [3] and Petch [4]. The

ARB process is separated in three sub-processes: surface treatment, stacking of sheets and rolling. Especially the first

step of surface preparation has a high importance for the later bonding strength of the multilayered sheets. Different

approaches for surface treatments were already performed prior to rolling [5]. In most cases, the surface of the sheet

material is modified by an abrasive treatment, which pursues two main effects. Firstly, the thinning of the oxide layer

and secondly, the roughening of the surface. The reason for this can be explained by the most common theory of bond

formation during ARB, the film theory [6]. It states, that the longitudinal elongation of the sheet in the roll gap causes

the thin and brittle oxide layer to break up and bare metal surfaces are exposed. The previous roughening of the sheets

supports this effect, which favors a locally high shear strain on the surface [7]. At the locations of contact between

bare material areas, a bond can be formed by cold welding. Wire brushing has proven itself as a target-oriented

surface treatment method [5]. It is able to produce a very rough surface with little experimental effort, because it

is done manually. The problem with the manual method, however, is its large dependence on the brush operator.

Since the topographical condition of the surface affects the bond strength of multilayered sheets [7], varying surface

conditions also affect the stability of mechanical properties. Thus, the manual brushing operator is replaced by an
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industrial robot by attaching the hand brush unit to a robot arm. The precisely defined brushing process allows a more

resilient correlation between surface treatment parameters, the surface properties and the resulting bond strengths of

multilayered sheets.

2 Experimental Pr2 Experimental Proceduroceduree

2.1 Mat2.1 Materialerial

The material used in this work is the precipitation-hardened aluminum AA6014 in T4 condition with a thickness of

1 mm. The alloy composition is presented in Table 1. The brushed sheets have a length of 450 mm and a width of

350 mm.

TTable 1. Chemical composition in wable 1. Chemical composition in weigeight perht percentage of Nocentage of Novvelis Aelis Ac-170 Pc-170 PX.X.

2.2 Experimental Setup: Brushing and laser cutting2.2 Experimental Setup: Brushing and laser cutting

The test setup for brushing is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of the KR 200-3 industrial robot from Kuka, the PTX800

manual brushing machine from Eisenblaetter, a custom-designed enclosure with dust extraction and a customized

fixture for guiding the brushing machine on the robot arm. In order to compensate for the high dead weight of the

brushing unit, two compression springs are installed below the assembly plate, so that uneven surfaces and differences

in the thickness of the sheet can be compensated by the possibility of moving the brushing unit in vertical direction.

Before brushing, each sheet is cleaned carefully with acetone to remove any dirt and lubricant residues.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the rFig. 1. Experimental setup of the robot-assistobot-assisted brushing.ed brushing.

Fig. 2 shows the sequence of brushing paths and the relative position of the brush head to the sheet plane. By rotating

the brush head by ± 10 ° around the z-axis and inverting the brushing direction by 180 °, irregularities during contact

of the brush with the sheet surface are compensated and a more homogeneous brushing result is achieved. The

brushing process consists of 16 individual brushing lanes. Four adjacent paths with the + 10 ° adjustment, followed by
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four paths with the - 10 ° adjustment, both in rolling direction. Subsequently, again four adjacent paths with the + 10

° adjustment, followed by four paths with the - 10 ° adjustment, both against rolling direction, which is implemented

through rotating the brushing unit by 180 °. For the characterization of roughness and surface topography, four

identically treated sheets are processed with the following brush input parameters. The identically brushed sheets are

labeled as A, B, C and D. Thus, the homogeneity of the surface properties is investigated for identical input parameters

and the reproducibility of the robot-assisted surface treatment can be analyzed. For the characterization of the surface

roughness, square specimens with an edge length of 50 mm are laser-cut out of the homogeneous brushed area of

the sheets. Furthermore, metal stripes with a width of 50 mm and a total length of 450 mm are cut out of the sheets

for rolling.

Fig. 2. Brushing stFig. 2. Brushing steps feps for the ror the robot-assistobot-assisted wired wire brushing, with (a) shoe brushing, with (a) showing the brushing paths 1 twing the brushing paths 1 to 8, (b) theo 8, (b) the

brushing paths 9 tbrushing paths 9 to 16 and the laser cutting positions fo 16 and the laser cutting positions for (c) the ror (c) the rougoughness specimens and (d) the rhness specimens and (d) the rolling stripes.olling stripes.

Table 2 displays the additional surface treatment parameters. A fast brushing speed of 0.14 m/s is chosen, because

it prevents over-brushing of the surface, due to the short contact dwell time of the rotating brush on the surface.

In addition, the high speed and automation of the brushing process allows an overall time-saving surface treatment

compared to the manual method. The length of the brush paths is determined by the longitudinal dimension of the

sheet. Stainless steel is chosen as bristle material because it is harder than AA6014 and resistant to the resulting high

heat input through brushing. A bristle diameter of 0.2 mm has proven to be suitable for surface roughening in previous

investigations [5].

TTable 2. Experimental parable 2. Experimental parametameters fers for the ror the robot-assistobot-assisted brushing.ed brushing.
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2.3 Char2.3 Charactacterization of surferization of surface race rougoughness and thness and topogropographaphyy

The characterization of roughness and surface topography is performed with both tactile and optical measurement

methods. For the determination of line roughness, tactile measurements are used, since the procedure is standardized.

The confocal variant is chosen because it allows larger areas of the surface to be investigated. For the tactile

measurements, the Perthometer GD 120 of Mahr is used. The probe tip has a 90 ° flank angle and a tip radius of 2

μm. The vertical movement of the probe tip is recorded with inductive displacement sensors. The arithmetical mean

roughness Ra, the reduced peak height Rpk, the maximum peak to valley height Rz and the core roughness depth Rk are

calculated according to DIN EN ISO 4288 [8]. The measuring section is aligned perpendicular to the rolling direction

of the brushing process. Five measurements are taken at a time, whereby the total length of the measuring section is

22.5 mm with a cut-off of 2.5 mm at the start and the end of the measured line, respectively. The surface topography

is captured over a large area using the 3D confocal microscope μsurf from NanoFocus with a halogen light source. For

measuring the surface roughness and capturing the topography, a 20x objective with a lateral resolution of 0.5 mm and

a vertical resolution of 6 nm is used. By moving the objective with the help of the piezo drive, a large number of height

sections can be recorded and a three-dimensional image of the surface is obtained. In addition, several measuring fields

can be combined to cover larger areas, which allows a representative capture of the relatively coarse brush structure

of the aluminum sheets. For the quantification of the surface structure, the following areal roughness parameters are

taken into account: the arithmetic mean roughness Sa, the reduced peak height Spk and the core roughness Sk . The

mean values of the areal roughness parameters are calculated by performing three large-area measurements on six

samples of each identically treated sheet. This provides reliable information about the actual surface condition and the

overall reproducibility of the robot-assisted brushing method.

2.4 R2.4 Rolling and charolling and charactacterization of bonding strerization of bonding strengthength

The rolling of the laser cut stripes is carried out at room temperature. A rolling reduction of 50 % is chosen and two-

layered sheets are produced by a single ARB cycle. The stripes are cut out of three robot-brushed sheets, which are

roughened under the brushing parameters described above. Respectively, two stripes are stacked with the rough sides

in contact and the two-layered sheets are produced. The material is prepared for peeling tests according to DIN EN ISO

11339 [9] using a tensile testing machine.

3 R3 Results and discussionesults and discussion

3.1 Visualization and quantification of the surf3.1 Visualization and quantification of the surface tace topogropographaphyy

For a more descriptive illustration of the generated surface properties, Fig. 3 shows the 3D topographies acquired

by confocal microscopy and the resulting false color images for sheets A and B. They are used as representatives for

all tested sheets A to D, which all show equivalent results regarding the topographic structure. The topographies are

recorded on six samples from the homogeneous center of every sheet. Three square measuring fields with an edge

length of 2.1 mm are recorded for each specimen. They all show nearly identical topographies to the exemplary ones

demonstrated in Fig. 3. The displayed topographies are generated by stitching together nine single images captured

with the 20x objective. For quantifying the surface topography, false color images of the profile heights with square

dimensions and an edge length of 1.5 mm are generated. A homogeneous distribution of the maxima and minima of the

profile height is provided by the robot-assisted brushing. The deepest valleys of the profile are set equal zero and the

maximum peaks are around 16 μm, which is evidence for a sufficiently high degree of surface roughening. A preferred

texture direction is not recognizable, because the brushing program consists of several brushing paths in different

directions and angles.
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3.2 Char3.2 Charactacterization of the surferization of the surface race rougoughnesshness

Fig. 4 shows the linear roughness values Ra , Rpk , Rz and Rk over positions from the optically homogeneously

roughened area in the center of the sheets, as displayed in Fig. 2 (c). The roughness values are determined by taking five

individual line measurements per specimen, with the resulting mean value and its standard deviation. This qualifies

the measured roughness parameters as a reliable source for the actual surface condition. Ra varies between 2.1 μm

and 2.3 μm over all sheets and is relatively stable over the different positions for each sheet considered individually.

Meanwhile, Rpk shows clearer deviations, when each sheet is considered separately. Rpk varies by ± 15 % around the

average value of sheet A and by ± 10 % around the average values of the remaining sheets. The mean values for sheet

A, B and C are identical with 3.7 μm, whereas it is slightly lower for sheet D with 3.4 μm. Due to the stability of Ra

it is clear, that the height variations of the surface profiles can be reproduced with the identical surface preparation

parameters. The high reduced peak height Rpk could be beneficial for ARB, because a sharp form of peaks could favor

brittle cracking processes during rolling [10]. The average value of Rz is 15.8 μm with a deviation of ± 8.7 % for sheet

A, 16.0 μm with a deviation of ± 4.6 % for sheet B, 16.2 μm with a deviation of 4.9 % for sheet C and 15.2 μm with a

deviation of 5.6 % for sheet D. Rk averages between 6.2 μm and 6.9 μm for the sheets A to D. Rz is often used in ARB-

related publications as a reference for the level of surface roughening [6]. A high Rz value is beneficial for high bond

strengths of the multilayered sheets. Thus, the robot-assisted surface treatment not only implements reproducibility,

but also sufficiently high roughness levels. Rk gives information about the core height of the profile, which shows stable

values for the investigated sheets. In Fig. 4 (e), beside the robot-brushed sheets A to D, the mean roughness values of

the hand-brushed sheets from Schödel et al. [5] are shown, with 1.7 μm for Ra and 10.1 μm for Rz , respectively. In

comparison, the mean value over the robot-brushed sheets A to D is 22 % higher for Ra and 36 % higher for Rz, which

favors the robot-assisted brushing method for ARB.

Fig. 4. RFig. 4. Rougoughness parhness parametameters Rers Raa, R, Rpkpk, R, Rkk and Rand Rzz oovver the sheet position fer the sheet position for (a) sheet A, (b) sheet B, (c) sheet C, (d)or (a) sheet A, (b) sheet B, (c) sheet C, (d)

sheet Dsheet D, (e) the mean v, (e) the mean values of the linear ralues of the linear rougoughness parhness parametameters, including the hand-brushed sheet HB frers, including the hand-brushed sheet HB from [5] and (f)om [5] and (f)

the mean vthe mean values of aralues of areal real rougoughness parhness parametameters Sers Saa, S, Spkpk and Sand Skk ffor the sheets A tor the sheets A to Do D..

A comparison of the mean areal roughness parameters for the sheets A, B, C and D again verifies a good reproducibility

of the surface treatment. The mean areal roughness values range from 1.7 μm to 1.8 μm for Sa and from 2.7 μm to

2.9 μm for Spk. Only Sk shows slightly higher deviations over the sheet positions. The range of Sk is also larger when
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comparing its mean values for the respective sheets A to D and is between values of 5.0 μm and 5.7 μm. All areal

roughness parameters are below their line roughness counterparts. However, the trend of small standard deviations

and homogeneity of the surface properties for identical brushing parameters is confirmed.

3.3 Char3.3 Charactacterization of the bonding qualityerization of the bonding quality

The results of the peeling tests of the specimens PT1 to PT6 are shown in Fig. 5. A strong scattering of peeling force in

the first 100 mm and a transition region to saturation from 100 mm to 200 mm is apparent. Thus, for the evaluation

of bond strength the plateau of peel strength from 200 mm to 300 mm is used. The mean value for the peeling

strength (MPS) and its standard deviation is derived from six repetitive experiments. With an average peeling strength

of 0.38 N/mm the investigated sheets are on a higher level of bond strength than hand-brushed, two-layered AA1050

aluminum sheets with an average peel strength of 0.28 N/mm [11]. In addition, the peel strengths vary by ± 30 %,

which is below the standard deviations of ± 35 % of hand-brushed sheets in other investigations [11]. The distinct

deviations can be explained by the fact, that, in case of two-layered sheets, sufficient cold welding has not taken place

and the connection is more irregular due to mechanical interlocking of surface asperities [2].

Fig. 5. RFig. 5. Results fresults from peeling tom peeling tests with (a) peeling fests with (a) peeling fororce as a function of displacement and (b) mean vce as a function of displacement and (b) mean values of peelingalues of peeling

strstrength in the rength in the range frange from 200 mm tom 200 mm to 300 mm with the oo 300 mm with the ovvererall mean vall mean value MPS and mean peeling stralue MPS and mean peeling strength HB ofength HB of

hand-brushed, twhand-brushed, two-lao-layyerered AA1050 sheets [11].ed AA1050 sheets [11].

4 Conclusion and outlook4 Conclusion and outlook

The aim of this work is to introduce the surface treatment of ARB sheets via an industrial robot as a more

reproducible process compared to conventional hand brushing. After finding suitable process parameters for an

optically homogeneous surface, four sheets with identical input parameters are exposed to a robot-assisted surface

treatment and characterized with regard to their surface properties. The reproducibility of the surface properties could

be confirmed through line and areal roughness measurements on four equally treated sheets. In a further step, it is

proven that equal roughness values are resulting in identical 3D surface topographies for each sheet, which qualifies

it as an additional tool for the evaluation of surface properties. The automated setting of a reproducible surface

condition is a significant step for further development of the entire ARB process. In addition, the presented method

of robot-brushing is more efficient in terms of process and manpower time compared to conventional hand brushing.

By rolling and peeling the robot-brushed stripes, a peeling strength comparable with hand-brushed sheets but with

lower deviations is identified. Thus, the robot-assisted treatment enables a systematic investigation of the correlation

between surface parameters and later bond strengths of multilayered ARB products in the future.
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